Design of high energy laser pulse delivery in a multimode fiber for photoacoustic tomography.
In photoacoustic tomography (PAT), delivering high energy pulses through optical fiber is critical for achieving high quality imaging. A fiber coupling scheme with a beam homogenizer is demonstrated for coupling high energy pulses in a single multimode fiber. This scheme can benefit PAT applications that require miniaturized illumination or internal illumination with a small fiber. The beam homogenizer is achieved by using a cross cylindrical lens array, which provides a periodic spatial modulation on the phase of the input light. Thus the lens array acts as a phase grating which diffracts the beam into a 2D diffraction pattern. Both theoretical analysis and experiments demonstrate that the focused beam can be split into a 2D spot array that can reduce the peak power on the fiber tip surface and thus enhance the coupling performance. The theoretical analysis of the intensity distribution of the focused beam is carried out by Fourier optics. In experiments, coupled energy at 48 mJ/pulse and 60 mJ/pulse have been achieved and the corresponding coupling efficiency is 70% and 90% in a 1000-μm and a 1500-μm-core-diameter fiber, respectively. The high energy pulses delivered by the multimode fiber are further tested for PAT imaging in phantoms. PAT imaging of a printed dot array shows a large illumination area of 7 cm2 under 5 mm thick chicken breast tissue. In vivo imaging is also demonstrated on the human forearm. The large improvement in coupling energy can potentially benefit PAT with single fiber delivery to achieve large area imaging and deep penetration detection.